Outsource Digital takes Toshiba Gold Award!
Outsource Digital topped the list of 400 dealers in South Africa to take the Number One spot,
achieving the Gold Toshiba Dealer of the Year award at a gala event on 20 August 2013
Founded by Ryan Pickford in 2004, this innovative office automation specialist company has continually
reinvented itself to stay ahead of the industry curve, and is today a leader in turnkey business automation solutions
and has grown to become the country’s leading supplier of Toshiba copiers.
On accepting the award, Pickford, managing director of the Outsource Group said: “It is due to the dedication and
determination of the Outsource Digital team that we have received this highly coveted Toshiba Dealer of the Year
award, and we would like to thank everyone for their hard work and contributions. Without our team this would not
be possible. In addition we thank Toshiba South Africa for their partnership and support.”
“Outsource Digital is able to provide networked copy, print, fax and scan solutions in small, medium or large
environments,” says Pickford, adding that the Outsource Telecoms division which focuses on complete PABX and
digital telephones, voice and data solutions has twice been named a Platinum Samsung reseller for PABX.
The company’s distinctive “One Touch Point” customer service approach is a key differentiator in the
industry. Customers deal with one person in one company for all services, and billing is centralised across all
business solutions. Pickford says Outsource Group customer support and service has extensive reach across
Southern Africa, with branches in Pretoria, Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town and Nelspruit.
“Our team of on-site, highly qualified technical experts provide a four-hour response time along with preventative
maintenance programmes. While awards like the Toshiba Dealer of the Year acknowledge our staff, we are driven
by exceptional service and commitment to our customers”.

